Since the nineteenth century, Tamil Brahmans have been very well represented in the educated professions, especially law and administration, medicine, engineering and nowadays information technology. This is partly a continuation of the Brahmans' role as literate service people, owing to their traditions of education, learning and literacy, but the range of professions shows that any direct continuity is more apparent than real. Genealogical data are particularly used as evidence about changing patterns of employment, education and migration. Caste traditionalism was not a determining constraint, for Tamil Brahmans were predominant in medicine and engineering, as well as law and administration, in the colonial period, even though medicine is ritually polluting and engineering resembles low-status artisans' work. Crucially, though, as modern, English-language, credential-based professions that are well-paid and prestigious, law, medicine and engineering were and are all deemed eminently suitable for Tamil Brahmans, who typically regard their professional success as a sign of their caste superiority in the modern world. In reality, though, it is mainly a product of how their old social and cultural capital, and their economic capital in land, were transformed as they seized new educational and employment opportunities by flexibly deploying their traditional, inherited skills and advantages. Tamilnadu, who make up no more than 2.5 per cent of its population, almost certainly are very well-represented in IT, as they have been in engineering. Actually, no figures exist to uphold this claim, but it is supported by a lot of circumstantial evidence.
Tamilnadu, who make up no more than 2.5 per cent of its population, almost certainly are very well-represented in IT, as they have been in engineering. Actually, no figures exist to uphold this claim, but it is supported by a lot of circumstantial evidence. 1 Currently, the Tamil Brahmans' extensive participation in the IT industry appears to confirm them as among the leading mobile service people of today's global economy, which raises the question of whether this is actually a long-term continuation of the Brahmans' role as literate service people and, more generally, of their position in the pre-colonial economy and the division of labour defined by the caste system. In other words, are these 'service nomads' of the twenty-first century 3 the direct descendants of the service people of the pre-modern era? 2 In this article, to anticipate our conclusion, we shall argue that it in some respects they are, mainly because of the Brahmans' tradition of education and learning, but that in relation to the range of professional occupations taken up by Brahmans since the nineteenth century, any continuity is more apparent than real.
Caste and the modern economy
The question just posed is of course part of a broader debate found in the sociology of India since Weber, who argued that other-worldly Hinduism and the caste system had prevented the development of modern, rational capitalism. In relation to castethough he was mainly discussing low-caste artisans -Weber insisted that: 'The net effect of the religious sanction of caste upon the spirit of economic activity is diametrically opposite to that of rationalism'. 3 The 'vocational ethic' of the caste system was said to be alien to rational economic organisation and impeded members of one caste from taking up the activities of another caste, although the system was sufficiently adaptable to allow them to take up new occupations closely related to their traditional ones. 4 Brahmans in colonial India illustrated this continuity between old and new occupations, according to Weber, because they 'were and are infiltrating occupations, particularly administrative posts which demand writing skill and education'. He specifically mentioned, too, that in early twentieth-century south India, 'the Brahmans have maintained a monopoly of administrative positions into modern times', but found it 'difficult' to become doctors for ritual reasons and 'are but sparsely represented in the field of engineering'. 5 As we shall see, the propositions about Brahman administrators and doctors are overstated. Moreover, 4 whether Weber meant that there were few Brahman engineers compared with bureaucrats (which was true) or that Brahmans were under-represented compared with other groups in engineering (which was false) is unclear, but in either case his implication that caste 'traditionalism' would discourage Brahmans from becoming engineers is unsupported by the evidence.
In an incisive review of Weber's thesis and its influence, published in 1996,
Subrahmanyam observes that generalisations about the caste system and its associated 'traditional' values have been repeatedly advanced to explain India's economic stagnation and failure to 'modernise'. 6 Since the mid-1990s, some generalisersturning old notions on their head -have switched their attention to India's rapid economic growth and looked for traditional traits, such as Brahmanical philosophising, that might explain success in 'virtual' technology and hence in the development of an IT-based service economy. Needless to say, the new generalisations are as weak as the old ones, which persistently depended on uncritical assumptions about 'tradition' and 'modernity'. As Subrahmanyam comments, the old generalisations were also inconsistent with empirical research demonstrating that the economic action and values of particular groups of Indian workers, businessmen, traders or artisans -even those belonging to specific castes -never were determined by caste traditionalism. One basic aim of this article is to show that this negative conclusion also applies to Tamil Brahmans -whether they work as bureaucrats or software engineers -but more positively we shall also explore the evolution of professional employment within the caste, particularly by using some genealogical material. Later we shall discuss some aspects of the development of the learned professions, especially engineering, whose importance for Tamil Brahmans (and indeed other Indians) has not received adequate scholarly attention.
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Historical background
The history of the Tamil Brahmans is familiar to scholars of south India and may be outlined briefly. Since the medieval period, the small Brahman minority has constituted the core of the Tamil country's social, cultural and religious elite, and many of its scholars, teachers, bureaucrats and jurists were Brahmans. Although a lot of Brahmans, including many priests, were poor, numerous others were landowners and some were very wealthy landlords or mirasidars settled in the river-valley wet Hence for these Tamil Brahman dewans, as well as the judges, there were ancient precedents. More humbly, the same applies to the multitude of lower-ranking Brahman bureaucrats and lawyers, and to some extent the accountants as well, whose predecessors were the ordinary literate (and numerate) service people of the precolonial period. Hence in relation to caste occupations and roles, there is some continuity from the past, but in the case of our particular families, discontinuity is more in evidence. Bashyam Aiyangar's forebears included lawyers and administrators, but, as far as we know, their predecessors did not belong to the old service elite, although the ancestors of some other leading lawyers in Madras did.
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Moreover, the two dewans had fathers who were respectively a priest and a big landlord, and they had no family traditions of service. Varahakulam and Vembakkam were, of course, major landowning families as well. Furthermore, within one or two generations, members of all these families entered other educated professionsincluding in particular engineering and medicine -that have no real continuity at all with old Brahman service roles.
Before expanding on the question of continuity and discontinuity, we should emphasise that today as in the past, parents or other senior kin are always involved in decisions about young people's education and employment, and the latter have always normally taken full account of advice given to them. Many informants told us that their fathers or uncles had guided, encouraged, persuaded or even forced them to take a particular kind of professional training and then an appropriate job. Thus some men said that their own personal preferences had been overruled within the family, so that they had ended up as engineers or accountants, for example, even though they never wanted to. We can reasonably assume that parental direction of sons was at least as strong among our informants' forebears. In the case of women, working outside the home has become commoner over the last two or three decades, so that professional employment is now the norm among younger women (at least until they marry and have children), whereas it was not a generation ago. For women, 'respectability' and its implications for their marriage prospects affect employment choices far more powerfully than they do for men; in particular, engineering has usually been regarded as unsuitable for women, because it may involve working in dirty factories or remote construction sites alongside low-status, male manual workers. For this article, though, the key point is that the occupations of the men and women who have been discussed were the outcome of sets of family decisions, not just individual aspirations, so that the genealogies illustrate the partially planned evolution of Tamil Brahman employment over the last century or so. In some cases, family members tend to cluster in particular professions, such as law or engineering, for one or more generations, and shifts over time sometimes occur, such as the decline in lawyers and the growth of IT professionals; in other cases, though, occupations were and are fairly diverse, which often reflects families' attempts to respond to changing educational and employment opportunities, as well as personal choice.
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Old and new professions
As we have just seen, administration and law were old service professions in which Brahmans had always been prominent throughout India, and much the same applies to
teaching. Yet, as Bayly shows, 'the spirit of Western administration wrought subtle changes'. The more rationalised colonial bureaucracy staffed by trained civil servants and operating at higher levels in English -the system in which colonial dewans like Seshia Sastri and Krishnamachari served -ensured that 'the mystique of the old scribal order was slowly undermined'. 30 Parallel changes took place in the law as the colonial legal system developed, especially after the High Courts were established in 1861 and the Hindu pandits formerly advising the courts were dismissed in 1864. To some extent, the law was a particularly attractive field for Brahmans (or indeed men of other castes) simply because it was prestigious and remunerative, and there was a strong demand for the services of lawyers, especially after 1861. 31 Many posts in the colonial bureaucracy were also open to men with legal qualifications. During the same period, a modern educational system was progressively established as well and in Madras it employed large numbers of Brahman teachers.
A crucial aspect of all these modernising changes was, of course, that formal qualifications, not caste status, became the requirement for any professional position.
Certainly, around 1900, Brahman lawyers and bureaucrats, many with law degrees, were very numerous and made up much of Madras's rich and powerful elite, which might suggest that Brahmans had an inherited affinity for law and administration.
After all, the court pandits in Madras had all been Brahmans and many members of the caste probably saw the law as their rightful domain. 32 Moreover, in some families legal service was a tradition. In general, though, Brahmans dominated these professions not because they were constrained to pursue occupations traditionally associated with their caste, but because so many of them had good connections with men already in place and had gained the requisite qualifications. The latter attainment was plainly linked to their caste traditions of education, learning and literacy andlike the Konkani Brahmans who earlier moved into the service of Shivaji's kingdomthe Tamil Brahmans 'carried their skills and advantages with them' as they moved into the service of the colonial state. 33 Yet the Brahmans' skills were quite flexible and their inheritance was advantageous primarily because it enabled them to seize new opportunities, rather than to continue in their old ways, as the other two principal learned professions, medicine and engineering, best illustrate. 34 When Madras High School was founded in 1841, proposals to establish medical and civil engineering colleges were put forward too, but in the following year they were rejected by the Court of Directors in London which declared them 'unwarranted by the state of preparation in the native community', so that very few 'native pupils' would benefit. 35 Whether this rejection was justified is far from clear, as a medical school and a survey school providing lower-level training already existed. In any case, medical and civil engineering colleges did open in Madras in the 1850s and, after the university was founded in 1857, legal, medical and engineering education was regulated and improved; law students were taught in the university's Presidency College before the Law College was founded in 1891.
Figures for the community background of students in the three professional colleges were published intermittently in annual reports between the early 1880s and 1904/5. After a gap of several years, the figures were then provided systematically from 1916/7 to 1938/9. 36 The number of students in the three colleges fluctuated considerably from year to year. Between the 1880s and 1904/5, there were always far more students enrolled in law than medicine or engineering, but the excess reduced thereafter. Between 1916/7 and 1938/9, the average enrolments were 665 students in law, 524 in medicine and 342 in engineering, but law student numbers peaked at just over 1,000 in 1923/4 and then declined to around 500, whereas medical student numbers rose steadily from under 300 to around 800, and engineering student the reports also noted regularly -as one would expect -that the majority of students in all three disciplines were the sons of landholders or officials, and belonged to the 'richer and middle' classes. In the Bombay Presidency, we may note, Brahmans were 21 also greatly over-represented among students in the professional colleges, though less extremely than in Madras.
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As is well known, Hindus, especially Brahmans, have or had a traditional antipathy to medicine, owing to pollution from corpses and bodily fluids; dissection, a key part of medical education, was particularly problematic. In Bombay and Calcutta, as well as Madras, these problems arose. But in Bombay, for instance, 'if such an antipathy did exist it was not long in being surmounted'; 'By the mid-1880s nearly a third of students at Grant Medical College were Hindus, drawn mainly from the higher castes, especially Brahmins'. 38 The negative attitude of the 'higher classes of the native community' was commented on in a couple of medical college reports from Madras (and one from Bombay) in the 1850s. 39 By 1884, however, the increasing number of Brahmans was described as 'indicating the growing decline of the prejudice of the highest caste of Hindus' to modern medicine, although a dip in numbers occurred a few years later. In 1896, however, the report again noted 'the gradual disappearance of the difficulties arising from caste or custom' that deterred
Brahmans from entering medicine and its expression of satisfaction was probably justified, as the continuing growth in Brahman enrolment up to 60 per cent shows.
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Engineering student numbers remained relatively low, mainly because employment prospects were worse than in law or medicine, but proportionately Brahmans studied engineering almost as readily as law. Early engineering college reports from Madras noted Brahman preponderance several times between 1884 and 1905, and regretted that there were no students from the 'artisan classes [which] should have the greatest natural aptitude' for engineering, or from non-Brahmans as a whole. 41 The Public Works Department was the main employer for engineering college graduates in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, although 22 prejudice against Indians being promoted to senior positions was widespread throughout the country, typically on the pretext that they 'were not fit to take responsibility or independent charge'. 42 In the PWD in Madras, Brahmans were almost inevitably prominent among Indian engineers and, notwithstanding racial discrimination, when the first Indians took up senior positions in the 1890s, several
Brahmans were included among them. In 1900, in all the senior grades, there were 67 engineers, of whom 58 (87 per cent) were Europeans, eight (12 per cent) were
Brahmans and one (1.5 per cent) was a non-Brahman. Until 1940, the total complement of senior engineers remained fairly steady, and between 1925 and 1940 -in spite of community quotas -Brahmans made up over 20 per cent of the complement. 43 The PWD was not of course the only employer in Madras. Engineers, including many Brahmans, also worked in other government departments or publicsector undertakings, as well as some private firms, although many engineers migrated to other places in India to find work, for example in Bombay, Calcutta or Jamshedpur, where the Tata company built its steel plant.
These statistics, as well as genealogical and other evidence that we have collected, show that even in the early years Tamil Brahmans were very well represented in engineering. Unlike medicine, engineering provokes no concern about ritual pollution, but it still lacks any traditional occupational precedent for Brahmans, in ostensible contrast to members of the artisan castes, as the report just quoted implied. Nevertheless, like medicine after initial reluctance, engineering was hardly ever seen as degrading by Brahmans; instead, both of them were esteemed as learned professions like the law.
Engineering, caste and the 'Indian mind'
Engineering in India has attracted little academic discussion among historians, but it does raise some significant issues pertinent to our discussion of Tamil Brahmans.
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As we saw above, Weber implied that caste 'traditionalism' would discourage
Brahmans from becoming engineers and, in a more prejudicial version, British engineers in India mostly shared his view. The received wisdom was that Indians made poor engineers, primarily because the 'Indian mind' was too inclined to subjective abstraction instead of objective practicality, although an engineering college report from Bombay still hoped that the profession would 'correct the dreamy and impractical tendencies of Indian students'. Commission that the only Indians studying engineering were 'young men who do not see much prospect of succeeding in law' and, furthermore, that 'the intense internal desire for accuracy' was lacking in the Indian soul. 49 Orientalist prejudices of this kind were widespread among British engineers and another Indian Industrial Commission member, the prominent nationalist Madan
Mohan Malaviya, emphatically criticised 'the often repeated stereotype that Europeans were superior in the "outer" domain of technology', as opposed to the 'inner', spiritual domain. 50 Such prejudices had a real effect on engineering employment, because they rationalised discrimination against Indians in the PWD and other organisations, which is mainly why engineering was a less attractive career than
law. Yet it also apparent that although the prejudices were expressed about Indians and the Indian mind in general, they were mainly shaped by assumptions about
Brahmans or other high-caste Hindus inclined to the habit of 'philosophic speculations', rather than artisans or other lower-caste people engaged in practical work or agriculture. Moreover, in a positive form, similar views were also widely expressed by Indians emphasising their 'spirituality' in contrast to western materialism and, with more or less conviction, proclaiming the unity of modern science and ancient religion. Tamil Brahmans, especially those influenced by Theosophy, were prominent in making these arguments in Madras around 1900.
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Yet there is little or no evidence that Tamil Brahmans, or any other Indians, whatever their religious beliefs and practices may have been, ever subscribed to the notion that they lacked the right qualities for engineering owing to mental deficiencies, spiritual preoccupations or anything else.
On the other hand, the discontinuity between engineering and earlier Brahman To recapitulate, there is a real discontinuity between engineering or medicine and the Brahmans' old roles and vocations, even the most practical and numerical of them, which contrasts with the relative continuity evident for law or administration.
For Brahmans themselves, however, unlike sociologists such as Weber, the parallel between engineering and low-status artisans' work has rarely if ever been seen as salient and, after a short period of hesitancy, nor has the ritual pollution attendant on medicine been a major impediment. Instead -for this is the crucial point -as modern, English-language, credential-based professions that are well-paid and prestigious, law, medicine and engineering belong to the same category and all three learned professions were and are deemed eminently suitable for south Indian
Brahmans, who have typically regarded themselves as intellectually superior to other communities. Indeed, among Tamil Brahmans today, their presumptive success in these modern professions is much more commonly invoked than ritual purity or Vedic scholarship as a sign of their superiority over people from other castes.
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Engineering and information technology
The Tamil Brahmans' prominence in engineering since its early days is salient for understanding their prominence in IT today, although our discussion will be very Brahmans to exploit the advantages given by their extant education and literacy to invest in modern education, take up new forms of professional employment, and migrate to urban areas in order to do so.
As we have seen, the Tamil 2 The phrase 'service nomads' comes from Slezkine, Jewish Century, who writes that:
'Modernity was about everyone becoming a service nomad: mobile, clever, articulate, occupationally flexible, and good at being a stranger', p. 30. For a brief comparison
